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Abstract
In order to build artificial intelligence systems that
can perceive and reason with human behavior in
the real world, we must first design models that
conduct complex spatio-temporal reasoning over
motion sequences. Moving towards this goal, we
propose the HumanMotionQA task to evaluate
complex, multi-step reasoning abilities of models
on long-form human motion sequences. We gener-
ate a dataset of question-answer pairs that require
detecting motor cues in small portions of mo-
tion sequences, reasoning temporally about when
events occur, and querying specific motion at-
tributes. In addition, we propose NSPose, a neuro-
symbolic method for this task that uses symbolic
reasoning and a modular design to ground motion
through learning motion concepts, attribute neu-
ral operators, and temporal relations. We demon-
strate the suitability of NSPose for the HumanMo-
tionQA task, outperforming all baseline methods.

1. Introduction
A longstanding research goal in artificial intelligence is to
build models that can perceive and interact with humans
in the real world. To achieve this goal, we must first un-
derstand complex human behavior across space and time;
hence, we are interested in the characterization of long-
form human motion sequences in 3D scenes. The growing
amount of available human motion capture data in recent
years has enabled the development of a variety of tasks
(Mahmood et al., 2019; Shahroudy et al., 2016; Punnakkal
et al., 2021), including action recognition (Caba Heilbron
et al., 2015), motion forecasting (Martı́nez-González et al.,
2021), and temporal localization (Sedmidubsky et al., 2019).
Although these tasks involve the understanding of motion se-
quences, none require complex, multi-step reasoning about
both action-level events (e.g., how behaviors are performed
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Figure 1. For the task of human motion question answering (Hu-
manMotionQA), we create a dataset (BABEL-QA) that evaluates
models’ ability to learn complex, multi-step reasoning for human
behavior understanding. We present examples of several types of
questions in our dataset, including querying for action, direction,
and body part across temporal relations.

and relate to one another) as well as frame-level fine-grained
detection (e.g., body parts involved in specific frames and
sudden changes of direction).

Thus, we propose the task of human motion question an-
swering, HumanMotionQA, to evaluate such complex and
fine-grained human behavior understanding (See Figure 1).
Our task consists of a human motion sequence, paired with
a question in natural language and an answer from a vocab-
ulary of words. The questions pertain to different attributes
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in the motion sequences such as action, direction, and body
part, and involve temporal relations such as before, after, and
in between. HumanMotionQA requires complex motion un-
derstanding and spatio-temporal reasoning, as models must
(1) detect subtle and complex motor cues performed only
in a small portion of a motion sequence and (2) reason tem-
porally about how different sections in a motion sequence
relate to one another without having access to action bound-
aries. To explore the task of HumanMotionQA, we build
a dataset BABEL-QA based on BABEL (Punnakkal et al.,
2021) and AMASS (Mahmood et al., 2019). BABEL-QA
comprises 1109 motion sequences with 2577 associated
question-answer pairs and is an important step to under-
standing complex human behavior.

Learning a mapping of human motions and questions to
corresponding answers is challenging for two key reasons.
First, complex motion reasoning requires grounding differ-
ent actions in untrimmed motion sequences without access
to explicit action boundaries. Second, models typically re-
quire large amounts of data and suffer from data biases such
as imbalanced action co-occurrences. To enable explicit
grounding in untrimmed motion, we propose to decompose
the untrimmed sequence into overlapped motion segments
so that we can model the relationship between each segment
and the question. Moreover, we adopt a neuro-symbolic
framework to eliminate the need for large-scale data and mit-
igate potential data biases. Our proposed approach, NSPose,
executes symbolic programs recursively on the input motion
sequence and learns modular motion programs that corre-
spond to different activity classification tasks. Our method
jointly learns motion representations and language concept
embeddings from motion sequences and question-answer
pairs. Compared to end-to-end approaches applied to the
HumanMotionQA task, NSPose enables improved temporal
grounding capabilities. By leveraging the program struc-
ture specified in language, we achieve effective learning
of human motion concepts (e.g. activities such as walk-
ing and jumping, activity characteristics such as forward
and backward, and body parts such as left arm and right
leg), leading to a faithful grounding of human trajectories in
motion sequences.

We show that NSPose results in improved question-
answering performance compared to baseline end-to-end
methods for the task of HumanMotionQA. Our method
is capable of complex, multi-step reasoning by using de-
composed program structures to learn modular human
motion concepts. Importantly, NSPose learns temporal
grounding without action localization supervision, resolv-
ing prior neuro-symbolic visual reasoning approaches’ need
for ground truth segments. In summary, we jointly pro-
pose BABEL-QA, a new dataset for human motion question
answering, as well as NSPose, a neuro-symbolic solution
designed for this task. Both extend current deep learning

capabilities for human behavior understanding.

2. Related Work
Motion reasoning. In recent years, action recognition
for human motion has been extensively studied (Yan et al.,
2018; Asghari-Esfeden et al., 2020; Caetano et al., 2019;
Cai et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2021a; Cheng et al., 2020;
Choutas et al., 2018; Du et al., 2015; Ke et al., 2017; Liu
et al., 2020; Shi et al., 2019; 2020). Leading approaches
such as ST-GCN (Yan et al., 2018) used a graph convolution
model to capture the spatial-temporal relationship among
joints in different time steps. A typical research paradigm
has been focused on designing robust GCN-based model
architectures to improve action recognition accuracy given
a sequence of joint positions. Recently, PoseConv3D (Duan
et al., 2022) revisited pose representation for the action
recognition task and proposed a 3D heatmap volume repre-
sentation to utilize a powerful 3D-CNN model, leading to
superior results compared to previous approaches. Skeleton-
based action recognition requires trimmed motion segments
as input to estimate the probability of action labels. To
predict action labels from untrimmed motion sequences,
temporal convolution network (Filtjens et al., 2022; Yao
et al., 2018) and transformer model (Sun et al., 2022) was
adopted to estimate per-frame action probability so that the
action localization task can be accomplished by aggregat-
ing per-frame predictions. However, these works rely on
expensive temporal annotations for action segments and
are incapable of providing a fine-grained understanding of
long motion sequences that require multi-step reasoning. In
this work, we aim to ground the actions without the need
for temporal action annotations and address the task of hu-
man motion question-answering for complex reasoning on
human behaviors.

Joint learning of motion and language. Prior work on
skeleton-based recognition and localization learned neural
models from datasets consisting of paired motion and action
labels (Liu et al., 2017; Chereshnev & Kertész-Farkas, 2018;
Niemann et al., 2020). However, a human motion sequence
conveys more than a single action label. We can recognize
the moving direction of a walking sequence, perceive the
body parts involved in each action and infer the temporal
relationships between actions. To provide a detailed de-
scription of human motion, recent datasets (Punnakkal et al.,
2021) annotated natural language on top of the existing mo-
tion capture datasets (Mahmood et al., 2019) to facilitate
the joint modeling of motion and language. These datasets
have led to growing research on generating human motions
from language descriptions (Guo et al., 2022; Athanasiou
et al., 2022; Tevet et al., 2022; Petrovich et al., 2022; Zhang
et al., 2022; Kim et al., 2022). For example, conditional
VAE was adopted to generate natural human movements
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conditioned on text (Guo et al., 2022). Recently, with the
success of the diffusion model in various generative tasks,
motion generation results have been greatly improved by
applying the diffusion formulation to human motion (Zhang
et al., 2022; Kim et al., 2022). Though the generative task
from text has been widely studied based on the datasets with
motion and language modalities, the motion recognition and
reasoning tasks were neglected in the literature. We propose
a motion question-answering task for fine-grained motion
understanding in this work.

Neuro-symbolic approaches. Neuro-symbolic ap-
proaches have proven to be successful in visual reasoning
tasks (Yi et al., 2018; Mao et al., 2019). Neuro-symbolic
VQA (Yi et al., 2018) combined symbolic program
execution and visual recognition to address the question-
answering task, leading to superior performance in the
CLEVR benchmark (Johnson et al., 2017). NS-CL (Mao
et al., 2019) further eliminated the need for dense su-
pervision and designed an effective paradigm to train
the neuro-symbolic module by looking at images and
reading questions and answers. Recently, neuro-symbolic
frameworks have also been extended to temporal reasoning
tasks (Chen et al., 2021b) and 3D reasoning problems (Hong
et al., 2022; Hsu et al., 2023), showcasing the capability of
grounding concepts with weak supervision and generalizing
to new language compositions. Inspired by the success of
neuro-symbolic approaches in various tasks, we devise a
neuro-symbolic framework for motion sequences to address
the task of human motion question-answering with natural
supervision (questions and answers). By leveraging paired
motion and question-answer pairs, we can ground actions
concepts temporally, reason about the temporal relations of
action segments, and infer attributes such as the moving
direction and the body parts involved in each action.

3. HumanMotionQA and BABEL-QA
For the HumanMotionQA task, we introduce the BABEL-
QA dataset, which consists of human motion sequences
paired with questions in natural language and answers from
a vocabulary of words. We describe the task in Section 3.1
and the dataset details in Section 3.2.

3.1. The HumanMotionQA task

Given a sequence of human motion capture data represented
with 3D joint positions, S ∈ RT×J×3, where T is the num-
ber of timesteps in the motion sequence and J is the number
of joints, and a question about the sequence, the goal of
HumanMotionQA is to predict the corresponding answer
by reasoning about the motion sequence S. Each motion
sequence S consists of a temporal composition of several
human actions chained together sequentially. For example,

a motion sequence can comprise a person kicking a ball
with their left foot, running forward, then jumping. For our
task, an example corresponding question is “What direc-
tion does the person move before jumping and after using
their left foot?” For a model to reliably answer this question
correctly, it must first understand where in the sequence
the person is jumping and using their left foot, understand
the time period between these two events, and know what
direction they are moving in that time frame. Questions in
BABEL-QA require multi-step reasoning – encompassing
human motion classification, attribute-specific queries, and
an understanding of temporal relations.

The HumanMotionQA task evaluates how well models can
detect subtle motor cues performed on only a portion of
long-form motion sequences, and the multi-step reasoning
abilities of models to first detect motor cues, then reason
temporally about action boundaries, and lastly query at-
tributes relating to actions, direction, and body parts.

3.2. The BABEL-QA dataset

To build BABEL-QA, we create question-answer pairs from
motion sequences and annotations in the BABEL dataset
(Punnakkal et al., 2021). We leverage BABEL, as it con-
tains dense labels that describe each individual action in the
temporal composition, in addition to when the action occurs
in the motion sequence. This dense information allows us
to extract motion concepts from discrete parts of the motion
sequences and procedurally build questions by processing
temporal relations.

The questions in our dataset relate to three categories of
motion attributes: action, direction, and body part. Each
attribute contains various concepts such as walk and run for
the action attribute, forward and backward for the direction
attribute, and right arm and left leg for the body part attribute.
To compose questions that require reasoning about these
different concepts, we use the following logical building
blocks: filter, relate, and query. The filter
function selects the subset of motion segments that contain
a certain concept. The relate function selects a subset
of motion segments that satisfy a certain temporal relation.
For example, if you apply a before relation to a segment,
the function selects the preceding segment. The query
function outputs what concept is contained in a motion
segment for an attribute of interest.

Our questions follow the structure of first filtering for a con-
cept, optionally applying temporal relation(s), then querying
for an attribute. For example, given a sequence of some-
one throwing a ball with their right hand and then running,
we can create a question to first filter for the run mo-
tion, then add a temporal relate function for the before
relation, and finally query for the body part. In natural
language form, this question is “What body part does the
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person use before they run?” With this question structure,
we have three different question types, each categorized by
the attribute for the query function. Within each question
type, we also categorize sub-question types according to
the intermediate relation function (either before, after, in
between, or no temporal relation).

To create question-answer pairs from the BABEL dataset,
we first extract motion concepts from the sequences by pars-
ing frame-level label texts and action categories. To avoid
creating ambiguous questions, we remove action categories
that can contain many different types of movements (e.g.,
animal behavior). Using these extracted motion concepts
with temporal ordering, we then sequentially construct ques-
tions with our function building blocks. For each unique
concept in the motion sequence (only existing in one seg-
ment of the temporal composition), we create new sets of
questions by filtering for that segment’s concept. We then
procedurally generate various types of questions building on
this first operation by applying possible temporal relations.

If the segment that immediately precedes the filter segment
has extracted motion concepts, then we add a before rela-
tion and create a query question for each annotated attribute
in that segment (e.g., action, direction, and/or body part).
Likewise, if the segment that immediately follows the filter
segment has an extracted motion concept, then we add an
after relation and create query questions for each attribute.
Note that in the case where the segment immediately pre-
ceding or following the filter segment is annotated with the
transition action, we ignore the segment and look one seg-
ment before or after for temporal relations. We can also
create questions with both before and after relations (in be-
tween) by additionally filtering for a concept for the segment
on the other side of the query segment, applying the opposite
temporal relation, and combining the two relation outputs
with intersection before querying. Lastly, if the fil-
ter segment contains additional extracted motion concepts,
then we create query questions for each additional attribute
without the use of temporal relations. For the BABEL train,
validation, and test splits, we generate every possible ques-
tion in this format and remove questions with concepts that
appear less than eight times.

As BABEL consists of natural human motion sequences, cer-
tain concepts often occur together either in the same motion
segment or adjacent segments. This concurrence of action
characteristics causes data bias in co-occurrences between
filter concepts and query attribute answers, which systems
can easily exploit to answer questions without learning the
underlying reasoning process. For example, the answer to
the question “What action does the person do before stand-
ing up?” will often be “sit down”. To solve this issue, we
downsample questions that have common co-occurences.
Specifically, given a filter concept ci and query attribute ak,
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Figure 2. Top: distribution of motion sequence length and number
of segments (discrete actions) in motion sequences. Bottom: dis-
tribution of filter types, query types, temporal relation types, and
query answers

we count the number of times each answer αj occurs when
first filtering for ci then querying on ak (noted as ci → ak).
We then balance the dataset such that

Count(αj)∑
l∈answers for ci→ak

Count(αl)
< τ

for all j ∈ answers for ci → ak, where τ is a threshold set
at 34%.

With this processing, our final dataset is composed of 771
train motion sequences, 167 validation motion sequences,
and 171 test motion sequences with an associated 1800
train questions, 384 validation questions, and 393 test ques-
tions. Figure 2 contains information about data statistics.
The code for generating this dataset is available at https:
//github.com/markendo/HumanMotionQA/. Ad-
ditional details on the BABEL-QA dataset and the labeling
process can be found in the Appendix.

We propose HumanMotionQA and BABEL-QA to evaluate
complex reasoning on real-world human motion. As our
dataset comes from BABEL, it contains real-world human
motion capture of many types of movements. In addition,
our dataset is not limited to joint positions as input. BABEL-
QA provides joint position and rotation representations, as
well as full body and hand meshes. Importantly, our dataset
contains examples sampled from BABEL, which contains
different types of actions and a large variation in the com-
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Question: What action does the person do after they take/pick 
something up and before they move left?

Motion Sequence:

m1 m2 m3 … mN

m1 m2 m3 … mN

filter(take)

m1 m2 m3 … mN

filter(left)

relate(after) relate(before)

intersection

place something

Motion Encoder

Symbolic Program Executor

Learning Temporal Relations

relate(after):

relate(before):

Goal: transform logits such that output 
likelihoods are greatest for segments 
directly neighboring the filter segment, 
thereby learning action boundaries 
without needing annotations

Motion Segmentation:

2s-AGCN

query(action)

(a)

(b) (c)

Symbolic Program: query(action, intersection(relate(after, 
filter(take)), relate(before, filter(left))))

Seg 1 Seg 2 Seg 4 Seg 5Seg 3

Conv1D layers with dilations

Figure 3. Framework of NSPose. (a) Overview of extracting motion frames from long-form human motion capture data and the symbolic
program structure of BABEL-QA questions. (b) Visualization of motion feature extraction and program execution using filter,
relate, and query functions. (c) Approach of learning relations which are required for the model’s temporal understanding and
multi-step reasoning abilities.

position of motions. Each question is complex and requires
reasoning about many aspects of the motion. With these
different components, we can test methods’ performance on
complex real-world reasoning on real-world data.

4. Methods
In Section 4.1, we present NSPose, a neuro-symbolic
method that we developed to solve the HumanMotionQA
task. In Section 4.2, we discuss additional baselines we
explore for question answering in human motion sequences.

4.1. NSPose

We introduce NSPose as a method that leverages a symbolic
reasoning process to learn motor cues, modular concepts
relating to motion (actions, directions, and body parts), and
temporal relations. NSPose takes as input a human motion

sequence as well as an executable program and outputs an
answer from a vocabulary of words. We give an overview
in Figure 3.

In Figure 3 (a), our method first splits the input motion
human sequence into N segments. We create overlapping
segments of a set frame length such that each segment cap-
tures a distinct part of the full sequence with surrounding
motion context.

Then, in Figure 3 (b), NSPose learns motion encodings
for each segment, resulting in modular representations
m1, ...,mN that span the full motion sequence. Finally,
NSPose recursively executes the program trace with mo-
tion representations, jointly learning motion concept em-
beddings and temporal relation transformations. NSPose’s
programs are executed as neural networks; in Figure 3 (c),
the temporal transformation program is implemented as
1D convolutional layers with dilation, enabling learning of
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temporal action boundaries. The program executor is fully
differentiable with respect to the motion representations
and concept embeddings, which allows for gradient-based
optimization.

NSPose improves prior work in neuro-symbolic reasoning
in two main ways. The first is the handling of variable length
temporal motion sequences, compared to 2D images. We
train NSPose to recognize complex human motion with a
skeleton-based feature extraction. The second is NSPose
’s joint learning of action localization and the downstream
question answering task. Prior neuro-symbolic visual rea-
soning approaches such as NS-CL require object-centric
input (e.g., object bounding boxes, or translated to our tem-
poral domain, action segments) (Mao et al., 2019). NSPose
does this learning jointly through a temporal projection layer,
trained in conjunction with the motion feature extractor and
the program executor. We detail each part of NSPose below.

Motion feature extractor. We use a Two-Stream Adaptive
Graph Convolutional Network (2s-AGCN) model to encode
motion segments S1, ...,SN into embedded motion features
m1, ...,mN (Shi et al., 2019). This model goes beyond
the conventional GCN approach for skeletal-based action
recognition (Yan et al., 2018) of using a predefined human-
body-based graph and instead parameterizes two learned
types of graphs. This adaptation increases the flexibility of
the model and allows the model to learn different human
graph structures for different types of activities.

Notably, NSPose operates on full motion sequences, with-
out requiring ground truth action boundaries. We split each
input motion sequence into segments of f frames, with
varying number of segments in each sequence. We also
overlap segments by o frames on each side in order to pro-
vide the model with more context in each segment. In our
experiments, we set f = 45 and o = 15. NSPose’s motion
feature extractor operates on these frame segmentations, and
learns to ground each to a motion concept or attribute. Our
method is tasked with action localization in order to answer
questions involving temporal operations, while solely super-
vised by questions and answers in natural language, without
pre-training the 2s-AGCN motion encoder.

Neuro-symbolic framework. To answer questions that in-
volve multi-step reasoning about complex activity character-
istics across space and time, we propose NSPose as a neuro-
symbolic framework. We extend prior neuro-symbolic vi-
sual reasoning methods (Mao et al., 2019), which operates
on 2D images and requires object segmentations, to NSPose,
which operates on motion sequences and can learn temporal
grounding of frames to action concepts without segmenta-
tions of action boundaries. We detail NSPose’s program
executor below.

First, let us denote A as the set of all motion attributes (e.g.,

action, direction, and body part) and C as the set of all con-
cepts (e.g., walk, forward, left foot, etc.). For each motion
concept c ∈ C, we learn a vector embedding vc that repre-
sents this concept. We also learn an L1-normalized vector
bc that represents the likelihood of the concept belonging
to each of the attributes. In addition, we learn neural oper-
ators for each attribute a ∈ A as ua that transform motion
features to the a attribute embedding space.

With these embeddings, vectors, and neural operators, we
define the filter and query programs. The filter
function takes as input the motion segment embeddings
m1, ...,mN and a concept of interest c (e.g., sit) and returns
logits for which segments are most likely to contain the
input concept. For a single segment embedding mi, we first
calculate the likelihood that mi includes c as

σ

(∑
a∈A

(
bca ·

⟨ua(mi), v
c⟩ − γ

τ

))
,

where σ is the Sigmoid function, ⟨·, ·⟩ is cosine distance,
and γ and τ are scalar constants. In the filter oper-
ation, we calculate this likelihood, which we shorten as
motion classify(mi, c), for every motion segment.

For the query function, we query an attribute on the motion
segments using input segment weights w1, ..., wN which are
logits returned by either the filter or relate function.
We similarly define the likelihood that the input belongs to
a concept c as

N∑
i=1

wi ·
motion classify(mi, c) · bca∑

c′∈C motion classify(mi, c′) · bc′a
.

We calculate this likelihood pc for every concept and define
the loss as − log

exp(py)∑
c∈C exp(pc)

, where y is the ground truth
concept.

Temporal grounding. In addition to learning motion con-
cepts and transformations from the motion to attribute em-
bedding space, we also learn relate operators that capture
temporal relations for before, after, and in between from hu-
man motion frames, without the use of annotated action
boundaries. The relate functions take in motion segment
logits and transform the logits according to the temporal
relation of interest, learning action boundaries for the input
motion sequence. To learn these temporal transformations,
we leverage a convolutional neural network model consist-
ing of 1D convolutional layers with dilation, which has been
proven to be successful for learning motifs in sequential
data (Avsec et al., 2021).

Given the input segment weight vector W = [w1, ..., wN ]
from the preceding filter function, we return CNN(W ),
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where CNN has three intermediate convolution layers with
16 filters per layer, kernel size of three, and and exponential
dilation in every layer. We additionally explore a baseline
approach of using a simple linear layer that translates the
vector logits to another vector of transformed logits. Though
NSPose is trained with only a final answer cross entropy loss,
without any intermediate losses, it is able to learn temporal
grounding of frames to action concepts through question
answering pairs in natural language as weak supervision.

NSPose is able to identify boundaries between different
actions, as these transition frames are learned implicitly
through filtering for concepts in segments with temporal re-
lations. We show qualitative results of NSPose ’s temporal
grounding capabilities in Figure 4. Although the predicted
boundaries of our model accurately capture transitions, one
constraint of these boundaries is that they are predicted at
the segment level instead of the model predicting a spe-
cific timepoint. To make the boundaries more exact, it is
possible to create more segments per motion sequence by
reducing the number of frames in each segment. However,
the drawback of this change is that there would be less mo-
tion context in each segment for the motion encoder to learn
from. Through experimentation, we found that having 45
frame segments with 15 frames of overlap is a good bal-
ance between having large enough segments to learn useful
motion cues and having small enough segments to have
fine-grain boundary predictions.

4.2. Baselines

We compare our method against five different baselines. The
first baseline uses only question text to answer questions,
resulting in a model that can only exploit possible data bias.
The second two baselines are built upon a recent method
for learning powerful human motion latent representations
(Tevet et al., 2022). The last two baselines are end-to-end
methods that leverage question text and the same skeleton-
based feature extractor we use in our approach (Shi et al.,
2019).

CLIP. This method solely uses the question texts and not the
motion sequences that are necessary to faithfully answer the
corresponding questions. Specifically, we pass the questions
into to a pre-trained CLIP model (Radford et al., 2021)
to get text embeddings and then train a simple multilayer
perceptron (MLP) on top to predict question answers. We
use this method as a rudimentary baseline that can only
learn text questions and dataset biases.

MotionCLIP-MLP. In this method, we embed both the nat-
ural language questions and motion sequences into the same
latent representation space such that the two modalities of
data can be easily used together for prediction. To do this,
we utilize MotionCLIP, a transformer-based motion auto-
encoder trained to reconstruct motion while being aligned

to its corresponding text’s position in the CLIP space (Tevet
et al., 2022). We pass the entire motion sequence into the
model to attain a single motion representation, and we con-
catenate this information with the CLIP embedding of the
question. We then train an MLP on top to predict answers.

MotionCLIP-RNN. For this baseline, we follow a similar
setup to MotionCLIP-RNN, except we pass individual ac-
tion segments into the model instead of the entire motion
sequence. This modification results in attaining one repre-
sentation for each action segment in the sequence. In order
to predict the answer, we utilize a recurrent neural network
(RNN). Specifically, we first pass the CLIP embedding of
the question into the model as the initial hidden state. The
latent motion segment representations are then passed se-
quentially into the model as inputs. We use the final output
of the RNN model as the predicted answer to the question.
We conjecture that this change from MotionCLIP-MLP to
MotionCLIP-RNN will enable this baseline to discern fine-
grain details in the motion sequence since each distinct
action has its own embedding. The appendix contains visu-
alizations for the MotionCLIP baseline architectures. For
both MotionCLIP baselines, we fine-tune the human motion
encoder on our dataset while using frozen CLIP weights.

2s-AGCN-MLP. This baseline is an end-to-end approach
that leverages 2s-AGCN to extract motion features. 2s-
AGCN-MLP uses the same feature extractor as NSPose,
and hence evaluates the importance of modular programs
from the symbolic components of NSPose compared to prior
end-to-end regimes. Concatenating a CLIP embedding of
the question with a single 2s-AGCN motion representation,
we train an MLP on top to predict answers. Similarly to
MotionCLIP-MLP, we fine-tune the human motion encoder.

2s-AGCN-RNN. In this setup, we use the same motion
feature encoder, 2s-AGCN, but utilize a recurrent neural
network (RNN) to predict the answer. We follow the same
prediction process as MotionCLIP-RNN but use motion
embeddings from 2s-AGCN instead of MotionCLIP.

5. Experiments
We investigate the performance of NSPose and baseline
methods on the BABEL-QA test set. Table 1 contains de-
tailed results of all methods. We compare NSPose to base-
line methods in Section 5.1 and present ablations of NSPose
in Section 5.2.

5.1. Comparison to baselines

Our findings show that NSPose outperforms all the baseline
methods in overall accuracy. Notably, our method outper-
forms the deeper MotionCLIP baselines, which are pre-
trained on the BABEL dataset to learn CLIP-aligned human
motion latent representations. Our method has an overall

7
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Table 1. Evaluation of NSPose and baseline methods on the BABEL-QA test set. Performance is evaluated using accuracy and we report
the mean score of three runs. We find that NSPose performs better than baselines. BTW stands for in between.

MODEL OVERALL
QUERY ACTION QUERY DIRECTION QUERY BODY PART

ALL BEFORE AFTER BTW ALL BEFORE AFTER BTW ALL BEFORE AFTER BTW

CLIP 0.417 0.467 0.380 0.452 0.591 0.366 0.467 0.292 0.222 0.261 0.261 0.278 0.333
2S-AGCN-MLP 0.355 0.384 0.353 0.411 0.273 0.352 0.378 0.250 0.278 0.228 0.261 0.130 0.333
2S-AGCN-RNN 0.357 0.396 0.349 0.396 0.409 0.352 0.400 0.396 0.278 0.194 0.261 0.111 0.167
MOTIONCLIP-MLP 0.430 0.485 0.411 0.470 0.545 0.361 0.400 0.271 0.333 0.272 0.304 0.222 0.333
MOTIONCLIP-RNN 0.420 0.489 0.461 0.441 0.606 0.310 0.400 0.333 0.222 0.250 0.333 0.167 0.333
NS-POSE (OURS) 0.578 0.627 0.618 0.620 0.639 0.598 0.389 0.583 0.750 0.325 0.296 0.471 0.083

Question : What action does the person do after they
run?
Answer : jump

run

relate(after)

Question : What action does the person do after they
jump?
Answer : jog

jump

relate(after)

Question : What action does the person do before they
walk?
Answer : cartwheel

walk

relate(before)

Question : What action does the person do after they
move forward?
Answer : sit

forward

relate(after)

Question : What body part does the person use after they
wave?
Answer : right leg

wave

relate(after)

Question : What direction does the person move before
they walk and after they use their right foot?
Answer : right

walkright foot

relate(in between)

Question : What direction does the person move after
they jump and before they move backwards?
Answer : forward

jump backwards

relate(in between)

Question : What body part does the person use after they
take/pick something up and before they walk?
Answer : right hand

take/pick something up walk

relate(in between)

Question : What action does the person do before they
crouch?
Answer : stand up

crouch

relate(before)

Question : What action does the person do before they
crouch?
Answer : stand up

crouch

relate(before)

Question : What action does the person do before they
crouch?
Answer : stand up

crouch

relate(before)

Question : What action does the person do before they
crouch?
Answer : stand up

crouch

relate(before)

Question : What action does the person do before they
crouch?
Answer : stand up

crouch

relate(before)

Figure 4. Visualization of NSPose’s temporal grounding results from weak supervision of question-answer pairs only. For each motion
sequence, we present the corresponding question, answer, and motion sequence, along with ground truth action boundaries, as well as
predicted boundaries by NSPose and outputs after temporal relate operators. The rows of rectangles above the relate function
represent model outputs for how likely each motion segment contains the filtered concept, where darker-colored squares signify a
higher likelihood. The rows of rectangles below the relate function represent model outputs for which segments satisfy the temporal
relationship (come directly before, after, or in between the filtered segments). For sequences with two rows of rectangles above the
relation function, the two rows represent outputs for the two filtered concepts with the concept appearing first in the question text on top.
Note that for visualization purposes, we use the variant of NSPose without overlapping motion segments.

performance improvement over CLIP by 0.161, an improve-
ment over MotionCLIP-MLP by 0.148, and an improvement
over MotionCLIP-RNN by 0.158. NSPose also significantly
outperforms both end-to-end 2s-AGCN baselines. The rela-
tively low performance of 2s-AGCN-MLP and 2s-AGCN-
RNN shows that our method does not owe its success to the
2s-AGCN motion feature extractor.

We conjecture that the improved performance of NSPose

is due to our neuro-symbolic approach that learns modular
programs. Instead of exploiting data bias during training,
our model learns to ground individual motion concepts and
can be accurately applied to the validation set with different
compositions of motion concepts. We present full results
comparing different methods in Table 1.
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Table 2. Ablations of NSPose on the BABEL-QA test set. Performance is evaluated using accuracy and we report the mean score of three
runs. QU. stands for query and FIL. stands for filter.

SEG STRAT TEMP GROUND OVERALL QU. ACTION FIL. ACTION QU. DIRECTION FIL. DIRECTION QU. BODY PART FIL. BODY PART

f + o CONV1D 0.578 0.627 0.509 0.598 0.473 0.325 0.454
f CONV1D 0.540 0.573 0.457 0.577 0.463 0.332 0.424
f LINEAR 0.540 0.602 0.505 0.548 0.529 0.275 0.495

GT CONV1D 0.553 0.601 0.620 0.583 0.505 0.271 0.313
GT LINEAR 0.549 0.606 0.626 0.587 0.599 0.266 0.460

5.2. Ablation studies

We also show ablations with different setups of NSPose. In
Section 5.2.1, we compare our method of splitting motion
sequences into segments of f frames with o frames of seg-
ment overlap, to the approach of not overlapping frames,
and a variant that leverages ground truth action boundary
annotations to create motion segments. In Section 5.2.2,
we examine different temporal relation functions. Table 2
contains the results of the various setups.

5.2.1. MOTION SEGMENTATION STRATEGY

We compare NSPose’s weakly-supervised approach of
grounding temporal action compositions through segment-
ing motion sequences into n frame segments with o frames
of overlap to (1) a simpler approach without frame overlap,
and (2) the more annotation-intensive approach of using
ground truth action annotations for creating motion seg-
ments (See Table 2).

We find that the frame overlapping approach has an overall
performance improvement of 0.038 over the method without
frame overlap. We hypothesize that overlapping segments
add important motion context for improving representations
from the feature extractor while maintaining fine-grain infor-
mation that comes from having a large number of segments.

Overall, we find that our weakly-supervised approach out-
performs the variant of NSPose using ground truth action
boundaries by 0.025. This performance difference demon-
strates that NSPose can faithfully and accurately reason
about complex human behavior across time from full mo-
tion sequences. See Figure 4 for examples of NSPose’s
program execution for temporal relations. We provide addi-
tional analyses on NSPose performance in the Appendix.

5.2.2. TEMPORAL RELATION FUNCTION

We present ablations for two different strategies of learning
temporal relations. We show experiment results from lever-
aging our proposed model consisting of 1D convolutional
layers with dilation, and experiment results using a simple
linear model, for the temporal operator. We find that the
convolutional approach has similar overall accuracy as the
linear approach. The similar performance between the two

methods shows that our framework can accurately learn
temporal relation transformations using simple functions.

6. Discussion
In this work, we propose the task of human motion question
answering, HumanMotionQA, for human behavior under-
standing, and propose NSPose as a neuro-symbolic solution
for this task. HumanMotionQA evaluates models’ ability
to conduct complex and fine-grained multi-step reasoning
across subtle motor cues in motion sequences. NSPose ap-
proaches this task by decomposing questions into program
structures that are executed recursively on the input motion
sequence, and learns modular programs that correspond to
different activity classification tasks. Our method exhibits
fine-grain reasoning abilities about complex motions and
learns temporal grounding from question answering, leading
to improved human behavior understanding.

A limitation of NSPose is its dependency on pre-defined mo-
tion programs instead of using a semantic parser to translate
natural language questions into programs. We do not learn
semantic parsing from text, as our focus is on the temporal
grounding of motion sequences. A future direction is the
inclusion of a trained semantic parsing module to translate
questions into programs, enabling broader applicability of
our method.

Acknowledgments. We thank Sumith Kulal for provid-
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supported by Stanford Institute for Human-Centered Ar-
tificial Intelligence (HAI), Stanford Wu Tsai Human Per-
formance Alliance, Toyota Research Institute (TRI), NSF
RI #2211258, ONR MURI N00014-22-1-2740, AFOSR
YIP FA9550-23-1-0127, Analog Devices, JPMorgan Chase,
Meta, and Salesforce.
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A. Supplementary for Motion Question Answering via Modular Motion Programs
A.1. Domain-specific language & program implementations

We define the domain-specific language (DSL) used for the HumanMotionQA task. Table 3 includes signatures and
semantics for all functions, and Table 4 includes implementations for all functions.

Table 3. Operations used in the programs of HumanMotionQA.
Function Signature Semantics

Sequence () → SegmentSet Return all motion segments in the sequence.

Filter (SegmentSet, Concept) → SegmentSet Filter for motion segments that contain a concept.

Relate (SegmentSet, Relation) → SegmentSet Outputs segments that satisfy the temporal relationship.

Query (SegmentSet, Attribute) → Concept Queries the attribute of the SegmentSet.

Intersection (SegmentSet, SegmentSet) → SegmentSet Outputs the intersection of the two segment sets.

Table 4. Implementations for all functions used in the programs of HumanMotionQA.
Signature Implementation

Sequence() → y : SegmentSet yi = 10, for all i ∈ {1, ..., N}
Filter(x : SegmentSet, c : Concept) → yi = min(xi,motion classify(mi, c))

y : SegmentSet

Relate(x : SegmentSet, rel : Relation) → y = Linearrel(x) or y = CNNrel(x)
y : SegmentSet

Query(x : SegmentSet, a : Attribute) → y = argmaxc∈C

(∑N
i=1 xi · motion classify(mi,c)·bca∑

c′∈C motion classify(mi,c′)·bc
′

a

)
y : Concept

Intersection(x : SegmentSet, zi = min(xi, yi)
y : SegmentSet) → z : SegmentSet
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A.2. Full results

We report the complete results of all methods and setup for each of three runs in Table 5.

Table 5. Evaluation of various NSPose setups and baseline methods on the BABEL-QA test set. Accuracy is reported for all runs.

MODEL
QUERY ACTION QUERY DIRECTION QUERY BODY PART

ALL BEFORE AFTER BTW ALL BEFORE AFTER BTW ALL BEFORE AFTER BTW

CLIP
0.456 0.349 0.433 0.591 0.389 0.467 0.375 0.333 0.267 0.304 0.278 0.250
0.487 0.395 0.478 0.636 0.333 0.467 0.188 0.167 0.267 0.261 0.278 0.500
0.460 0.395 0.444 0.545 0.375 0.467 0.312 0.167 0.250 0.217 0.278 0.250

2S-AGCN-MLP
0.418 0.360 0.422 0.318 0.361 0.467 0.125 0.500 0.200 0.261 0.056 0.500
0.398 0.407 0.444 0.318 0.319 0.200 0.312 0.167 0.183 0.174 0.167 0.250
0.337 0.291 0.367 0.182 0.375 0.467 0.312 0.167 0.300 0.348 0.167 0.250

2S-AGCN-RNN
0.372 0.314 0.400 0.500 0.403 0.467 0.375 0.333 0.200 0.261 0.111 0.250
0.456 0.419 0.467 0.455 0.306 0.467 0.375 0.167 0.233 0.304 0.167 0.250
0.360 0.314 0.322 0.273 0.347 0.267 0.438 0.333 0.150 0.217 0.056 0.000

MOTIONCLIP-MLP
0.487 0.430 0.478 0.455 0.361 0.333 0.312 0.333 0.250 0.217 0.278 0.250
0.498 0.407 0.500 0.591 0.361 0.467 0.250 0.333 0.267 0.304 0.222 0.250
0.471 0.395 0.433 0.591 0.361 0.400 0.250 0.333 0.300 0.391 0.167 0.500

MOTIONCLIP-RNN
0.490 0.453 0.456 0.636 0.375 0.533 0.375 0.167 0.233 0.261 0.167 0.500
0.502 0.453 0.444 0.591 0.236 0.333 0.188 0.167 0.267 0.348 0.222 0.000
0.475 0.477 0.422 0.591 0.319 0.333 0.438 0.333 0.250 0.391 0.111 0.500

NS-POSE (f + o, CONV1D)
0.633 0.629 0.648 0.667 0.603 0.417 0.607 0.750 0.321 0.306 0.529 0.000
0.611 0.589 0.592 0.750 0.603 0.375 0.679 0.750 0.355 0.306 0.412 0.250
0.636 0.637 0.620 0.500 0.590 0.375 0.464 0.750 0.299 0.278 0.471 0.000

NS-POSE (f , CONV1D)
0.579 0.540 0.570 0.472 0.581 0.375 0.536 0.750 0.359 0.389 0.353 0.500
0.578 0.556 0.563 0.528 0.587 0.500 0.357 0.750 0.363 0.333 0.176 0.250
0.561 0.540 0.542 0.444 0.565 0.542 0.429 0.750 0.274 0.389 0.059 0.250

NS-POSE (f , LINEAR)
0.622 0.621 0.556 0.472 0.609 0.375 0.500 0.750 0.167 0.278 0.118 0.000
0.593 0.589 0.528 0.528 0.590 0.375 0.429 0.500 0.338 0.278 0.235 0.500
0.591 0.565 0.507 0.528 0.446 0.125 0.214 0.250 0.321 0.417 0.176 0.500

NS-POSE (GT, CONV1D)
0.637 0.661 0.634 0.556 0.596 0.500 0.357 0.750 0.226 0.333 0.059 0.250
0.584 0.597 0.563 0.583 0.565 0.458 0.429 0.250 0.316 0.333 0.353 0.250
0.581 0.532 0.620 0.583 0.587 0.458 0.464 0.750 0.269 0.278 0.176 0.250

NS-POSE (GT, LINEAR)
0.611 0.589 0.627 0.750 0.593 0.333 0.464 0.750 0.192 0.194 0.265 0.000
0.596 0.556 0.592 0.417 0.531 0.375 0.143 0.250 0.335 0.306 0.324 0.500
0.611 0.573 0.599 0.722 0.637 0.500 0.393 0.750 0.269 0.194 0.412 0.000

A.3. Failure mode analyses

We note some areas where models may fail to answer questions from our dataset correctly. One such failure case is when
sequences have transition frames between the filter segment and the segment being queried on. For example, in one question
the person is moving to the right for 15 frames, transitioning for 20 frames, using their left hand for 22 frames, transitioning
for 18 frames, then moving forward for 94 frames. The associated question is “what body part does the person use after
they move right and before they move forward?” The periods of transition from one action to the next make the temporal
relations less reliable, which will ultimately make the segment weights inaccurate for the query function. Another difficulty
with this question is that the person is only using their left hand for 22 frames, which is a very small portion of the overall
motion sequence. With the transition periods making the temporal relations difficult and the preciseness needed to pinpoint
a body part used in only 22 frames, models are not able to answer this type of question with high accuracy.

We additionally hypothesize that the low performance on query body part questions with between relations is partly due to
the fact that encoded motion features don’t capture information about body parts very well. Without sufficient information
about body location in the embeddings, the learned neural operator for body parts will be ineffective and the transformation
from motion features to the body part embedding space will therefore be unreliable. This is supported by the fact that
querying body parts is the question type with lowest accuracy across methods.
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Motion Sequence:

BABEL frame level action categories / label texts:
punch, hand movements / “punching use right hand”
kick, foot movements / “air kicking with right foot”
turn / “turn right”
walk / “walk”

Extract 
concepts

punch, right hand
kick, right foot
right
walk

Motion Sequence:

BABEL frame level action categories / label texts:
walk / “walk”
squat / “squat down”
place something / “set in place”
stand up / “rise up”

Extract 
concepts

walk
squat
place something
stand up

turn / “turn left” left

Motion Sequence:

BABEL frame level action categories / label texts:
backwards movement, step / “step backwards”
kneel, knee movement / “get down on knees”
crawl / “crawl forward”

Extract 
concepts backwards

kneel
crawl, forward

Generated QA pairs:
Q: “What direction does the person move before 
they walk and after they use their right foot?”
A: right
Q: “What body part does the person use while 
they kick?”
A: right foot
Q: “What body part does the person use before 
they kick?”
A: right hand

Generated QA pairs:
Q: “What action does the person do before they 
move left and after they place something?”
A: stand up
Q: “What direction does the person move after 
they stand up?”
A: left
Q: “What action does the person do before they 
stand up?”
A: place something

Generated QA pairs:
Q: “What action does the person do before they 
crawl and after they move backwards?”
A: kneel
Q: “What action does the person do while they 
move forward?”
A: crawl
Q: “What direction does the person move before 
they kneel?”
A: backwards

Figure 5. Qualitative examples of extracting motion concepts from BABEL labels and generating question-answer pairs for BABEL-QA.
Motion segments in gray boxes are annotated with the transition action in BABEL.

A.4. HumanMotionQA and BABEL-QA

Our HumanMotionQA task and BABEL-QA dataset differ from existing video question-answering datasets in two key ways.
First, while existing video QA datasets cover reasoning with actions, we aim to address a more fine-grained human behavior
understanding problem (for example, what body part is involved in each action). Second, our dataset lies in a different
domain of skeleton-based human motion instead of third-person view videos. Such datasets that consist of skeleton-based
human motion and corresponding diverse, natural language question-answer pairs do not previously exist.

The benefits of using skeleton representation are as follows. First, as discussed in previous work on skeleton-based action
recognition and localization (Xu et al., 2022; Sun et al., 2022), skeleton-based representation eliminates the nuisances of 2D
videos such as lighting changes, background variations, etc, and the 3D joint representation is a more compact human-centric
representation. Second, skeleton-based representation can be applied in various applications where videos are not convenient
to capture. For example, our skeleton-based neuro-symbolic framework can be generalized to analyze 3D human motion
reconstructed from different modalities, for example, motion reconstructed from sparse IMU sensors (Jiang et al., 2022) or
egocentric videos (Luo et al., 2021), which enable applications in analyzing everyday activities of people or monitoring
actions of physical impaired people (where motions are usually reconstructed from egocentric signal).

In addition, although we categorize our questions into three types, our dataset provides coverage across a variety of aspects
of human motion. First, the questions within each question type are diverse. Within each question type, there are numerous
motion concepts that can be filtered for, and temporal relations add an additional element of complexity and variation.
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Second, the motion sequences have a large variation in terms of types of movements, lengths of sequences, duration of
actions, and compositions of different movements. With that said, there is a significant amount of questions pertaining to
querying actions, as it is a key temporal feature in motion sequences. We built BABEL-QA from the original real-world
dataset, where annotators were asked to write descriptions of the motion sequences, which includes naming all the actions in
the video.

A.5. Labeling process

The BABEL-QA labels for frame-level texts and action categories are provided by the BABEL dataset. They were originally
collected by showing videos of motion sequences from AMASS to human annotators. The human annotators described a list
of actions performed in the motion sequences and delineated start and end times from each of the described actions. From
these raw frame-level texts, the authors clustered the labels to map them to a set list of action categories. More information
about this process can be found in section 3.4 of the BABEL paper.

In our work, we extract motion concepts by parsing these frame-level label texts and action categories. For actions, we
extract non-ambiguous action categories. For body parts and direction, we search through the label texts and extract concepts
that are written in the texts. As an example, given the action category / label text pairs of (punch, “punching use right hand”),
(kick / foot movements, “air kicking with right foot”), (turn , “turn right”), and (walk, “walk”), from the first segment we can
extract punch and right hand concepts, from the second segment we can extract kick and right foot concepts, from the third
segment we can extract the right concept, and from the fourth segment we can extract the walk concept. Figure 5 contains
qualitative examples of the data creation process.
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A.6. Baseline information

We visualize the differences between the MotionCLIP-MLP and MotionCLIP-RNN approaches in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Visualizations of the MotionCLIP-MLP (left side) and MotionCLUP-RNN (right side) baseline methods.
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